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(27) Textile articles for use with photo- 62.05
graphic equipment, the following:
Protection covers of rubberised cloth;
nylon straps; cloths

(28) Diffusion screens of textile material or 62.05
glass fibre for photographic lighting 70.20
equipment

(29) Scribing point sharpeners 68.05
(30) Unworked glass jackets for sodium 70.03

lamps for use in photographic dark-
rooms

(31) Scribing screens of glass for use .in 70.07
drawing offices

(32) Lenses, prisms, mirrors and other optical 70.14
elements, unmounted, and sheets or 90.01
plates of polarising material, for use
with photographic equipment or in
photographic processing

(33) Measures and stirring rods of glass for 70.17
use in photographic processing,
whether or not graduated or calibrated

(34) Glass covers for photographic slides, 70.21
with or without frames and mountings
of other materials

(35) Articles of base metal for use in photo- 73.31
graphy and photographic processing, 73.38
the following: 73.40
Darkroom pins; jugs; measures, fun- 74.19
nels and buckets; film and print 76.16
clips; hangers; camera adaptor and 79.03
bush screws; masks and title slides; 83.12
mounting covers for prints; frames;
register pin bars; wall brackets; ven-
tilators; hanger brackets and frames;
film holders; ring weights; stands for
processing-dishes; steel register-strip

(36) Centring pins, centring-pin extractors 73.40
and filter drawers for use with photo- 82.04
graphic enlargers

(37) Hand tools the following : 82.03
Photographic print forceps; clamps 82.04
for use in or with photographic equip-
ment (including lighting equipment)

(38) Retouching knives for use in photo- 82.09
graphy or photographic processing

(39) Accessories for photographic enlargers, 84.11
the following :
Vacumm pumps; ventilating units;
blowers for pulsed xenon light soures

(40) Appliances for use in photography or 84.11
photographic processing, the follow- 84.17
ing: 84.18
Blowers and blower units for projec- 84.34
tors; chemical mixers; film loaders; 84.59
filters for liquids; prepared plates for
use with offset copying processes;
refrigeration units

(41) Electrical equipment for use in photo- 85.04
graphy or photographic processing, 85.05
the following : 85.10
Accumulators; dish heaters; dotting 85.22
scribers; film and paper type units for
use with colour printers; mounting
and fixing iions; paper notchers and
control units; portable battery lamps;
print markers and print marker
mounting kits; silver-recovery units';
X-ray viewing lanterns

(42) Dotting scribers for use with polyester 85.05
drafting, scribing or stripping
materials

(43) Electric capacitors for use with photo- 85.18
graphic flash equipment

(44) Instruments and apparatus for use in 85.22
photography or photographic pro- 90.25
cessing, the following : 90.28
Anti-flare attachments for light
metres; thermometer-regulators; densi-
tometer illuminators; film illumina-
tors; pulsed xenon light sources for
use with enlargers; testers for photo-
graphic flash and lighting equipment

(45) Lenses, prisms, mirrors and other 90.02
optical elements, of any material,
mounted, being parts of or fittings

for instruments or apparatus, other
than such elements of glass not opti-
cally worked; parts and accessories
therefor

(46) Parts and accessories (other than lenses)
for photographic and cinematographic
cameras, projectors or flashlight
apparatus, for cinematographic sound
recorders and reproducers or for
photographic (except cinemato-
graphic) enlargers and reducers

(46a) Such parts as are described in Column
I of Class (46) above but within any
heading of the Brussels Nomencla-
ture other than 90.07, 90.08 or 90.09

(47) Apparatus and equipment of a kind
used in photographic or cinemato-
graphic laboratories; photocopying
apparatus (contact type); parts and
accessories for the foregoing; spools
or reels for film; screens for pro-
jectors

(48) Miscroscope attachments, adaptors, and
adaptor tubes for photographic
cameras; clamping rings and mounts
therefor

(49) Photograph viewers; magnifying glasses;
photographic - enlarging magnifiers
and focus finders; film inspection
units; binocular extension hoods for
use with cameras

(50) Rangefinders for use in photography;
accessories therefor

(50a) Parts of rangefinders comprised within
Class (50) above classified under any
heading of the Brussels Nomenclature

(51) Photographic exposure calculators,
computers and guides; measuring
chain and mesh for use with photo-
graphic equipment

(52) X-ray cassettes, intensifying screens and
exposure holders for uses other than
in dentistry; clamping magnets for
X-ray cassettes

(53) Thermometers for use in photographic
processing or with X-ray equipment;
hypotesters in the form of rubber
balls for testing concentration

(54) Instruments and apparatus for use in
photography or photographic pro-
cessing the following :
Automatic replenishment systems for
processing machines; battery-testers;
colour-negative assessors and parts
thereof; densitometers; electronic ex-
posure computers; electronically con-
trolled timers; exposure meters:
photometers and calibrating strip
therefor; silver estimators; voltmeters
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91.05(55) Apparatus with clock or watch move-
ment (including secondary move-
ment or with synchronous motor, for
measuring, recording or otherwise
indicating intervals of time, for
photographic use

(56) Magnetic recording heads for cinemato-
graph projectors

(57) Stands for X-ray viewing lanterns
(58) Filing cabinets, storage cabinets and

trolleys for use in photographic lab-
oratories or workshops

(59) Colour film safelight filter screens of
gelatine

(60) Squeegees (other than roller squeegees)
for use in photographic processing

Unless the Court otherwise directs these proceed-
ings will take place in England.

And notice is hereby further given that

(a) any supplier of goods of any of the classes to
which the said Notice of Reference applies who
supplies such goods under arrangements for
maintaining minimum prices on resale but who
has not duly given notice to the Registrar pur-
suant to Section 6(2)- of the said Act in respect
of such goods;
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